THE
DATACENTRE

The facility is in excess of 30,000 sq. ft. of prime
datacentre and support areas, access to the facility
is paramount and is situated just 2 miles from the
M1 motorway and 10 miles from Leeds city centre.
The facility is built and fitted to the highest standards
and will include,
· Diverse routing of power supplies to all
critical plant and equipment
· Standby diesel power generation and
parallel UPS system

What Security will be in place?
The datacentres will be operated by West Yorkshire
Police; therefore the physical security is of the highest
levels. Inside the datacentre all staff will be SC and
also to NPP v3 as a bare minimum, the datacentre
confirms to IL4 level of security. The datacentre is also
able to fully operate for 7 days with no outside world
intervention; this includes refuelling of generators
which are refuelled from the perimeter of the centre.

· Argonite gas and high pressure water mist fire
suppression systems
· Dual skinned high security fencing
· Motion sensor CCTV
· Rain water harvesting
The main data hall is capable of housing in excess of
400 20Amp racks, with the ability to house a further
150 at a separate site. The main data hall can be divided
into discreet sections enabling complete segregation
from any other tenant.
What makes the datacentre any different from
any commercial datacentre offering?
The unique proposition delivers benefits to both the
Public and Private Sectors; the datacentre is on the
Public Services Network (PSN) enabling seamless
integration with any other PSN site. The datacentre
also conforms to IL4 classification, ensuring that
sensitive data is correctly handled. All staff using the
datacentre are as a minimum SC cleared and are
NPP v3 accredited.
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